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dis(ease and healing
Nothing so concentrates experience and clarifies the central conditions
of living as serious illness.
Arthur Keinman
What you do not feel now will wound you someday.
--Omar Lara

dis·ease' , n 1. Pathol. Any departure from, failure in, or perversion of normal physiological
action in the material constitution of function integrity of the living organism .... 3. Any
derangement or unwholesome condition, depravity.... 7. A cause of uneasiness in the Jew
idolatry was a disease; in Pagan nations, it was natural. De Quincy Poets, Landor p. 265 [T.& F.
1859] [ME disese < OF desiase des+ aise EASE]

heal, v 1. To restore to a state of health or soundness; make sound and well. 2. Figuratively,
to reconcile or remove, as differences; remedy; counteract; as, to heal an old feud. 3. to give
wholeness or purity to; as to heal a nation. There are not evils healed by the commonplace resolu
tion ofcommonplace conventions. E.E. Hale This Lovel Best p28 [o&co. 1873] [ME hele(n), OE
h~lan (c. D helen, G heilen, Icel heila, Goth hailjan), deriv. of hal HALE, WHOLE.]

Kye ho! Wonderful
Lotus pollen wakes up in the hearts center!
The bright pollen is free from mud.
Where do the color and fragrance come from?
. or tu rn away.?
What reason now to accept 1t
-Kambala
Recovery is the craft of love
-Lewis Ashman
That torn open cry is the way we should live.
-Rumi

If one tightens the bow overmuch one only
Definitions were pulled from Funk and Wagnalls new Standard Di tctionary of English
Language © 1916

increases the emptiness in the middle.
-Geronimo
The sickness of the world probably didn't cause mine
but it certainly conditions my handling of it.
-Kenneth Patchen
Nothing we do has the quickness, the sureness,
the deep intelligence living at peace would have.
-Denise Levertov
And out of the cut, the voice...
-Joe Napora
There is no syllable without mantric powers; the~e is no per~o~ without
good qualities; similarly there is no root [herb] without med1cmal power.
Rare is the one who can discover these powers and put them to good use.
-Retold from the oral Ayurvedic tradition by D. K. M. Kartha
Practice Resurrection
-Wendel Berry
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Spencer Selby

MASS
Be alert to an aggressive silence.
Give orders in the way of darkness.
Rule the world with no practice.
Cement background on a platform
full of holes.
Conscious unconscious to be any wiser
about warnings from the body.
Spoiled combat for things done
to replace memory.
Prisonhouse to ordinary
sacrifice made by
adults that are acting like children.
Crowd noise written on paper.
Artificial anything
mixed up with the future.
Unfair power from one end to the other.
Shimmer of anger reaching inside
smallness at the center of
words become flesh.

Ray Must
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The Invention Of Gunpowder (intaglio and watercolor)
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Ira Cohen

Valery Oisteanu

Shaman! 0 Shaman!

OPTICAL TIME DELAY
or you can't step into the same river once, baby

Pull the shroud of death off my face
Wrap this pain in the clouds of blood
Strike a lightning bolt under my bed
Sorcerer's milk from 'man-eating' women
Medicine men, medicine outlaws
I am levitating at an angle
Please straighten me up
Give me the key to uncommon eros, to heal sudden desires
Medicine man, medicine woman
I make love beside the mine fields of untangled despair
Medicine boy, medicine girl, medicine child
Where are the mandalas for the road to Nirvana?
I summon all the nightmares to a hurricane twister
To a cathartic cyclone of my memories
Le vieu malaise: mal du fin du siecle
Perhaps just self indulgent amnesia
For those lost on the
Drug and disease free utopian highway
The rest of us cursed with the cycle of rebirth
Like age old angels falling between the young lovers
Only mermaids and magicians are condemned to non-gravity
We search for practical purposes of eternity

How fast can you download
your free flight mirrors?
Fasten your seat belt & enter
the world of darkness forev r
Plasma solution can replace
your blood on demand
while you swim upstream to nowhere
or sew your shadow back on
like Peter Pan
You can cross any border without fear
.
just by wearing a motion-tracker body suit
& a simulated face
Feverishly tweaking your imagination
allows you to enjoy the restrictions
of obsolete governments,
cybersex on demand
Don't be a crash test dummy
or a teflon widow
Stay a nomad and keep traveling
with or without a surfboard
If a bookmark is a bullet
then God can surely be an imperfection
There is no simple causal chain
Everything is simultaneously true
Living with flux is a permanent state
Stay on the threshold, get an impers~n~~ ~omputer,
bathe in the shimmer of liminal poss1b1ht1es
Decenter your vision & cross
the border of human nature
your mind is a diagra1:-1-,
.
.
your heart can swivel many direction
but if you can't shake your ass .
you'll never make it to the other side
The last user is already with us
The playing field has shifted beyond
your wildest dreams
There are no rules in a knife fight

We search for permanent survival
Medicine man, medicine woman
The dance has only just begun

8

Brussels, 1996
9

FRENCH KISS
for G.O.
This sad, this proud exile, is it possible that it is a trap?
-Paul Verlaine
We went together to the gardens
of Luxembourg
talking about Zanzibar
I drank a glass of yellow fog
while you went swimming
with two blind men
who kept bumping into you
You were weightless in the water
trying to remember the words of an old song
"Take my lips, take my arms,"
you sang as the blind men
followed in your wake
I sewed my sleeve back on,
hoped to discover the color of autumn
in your mouth
when an earthquake in South America
woke me up
& I saw how everyone was sitting alone
waiting for winter
Come now before it is too late
Already the light is swimming in the air
A smile from you is a risk worth taking
Let tonight be its own remembrance
Sex is a habit of light.

10

Ira Cohen

The Sibyl (photo)

vv_ B_

Keckler
anazasi

unkind tuscany
Now you walk the floors of public institutions, over the grids
with your displaced music. You become a standing wave somedays
for a little while, or th peculiarity of jasmin air of that
alien lover's bedroom.
No one appr ciat s your dragon claws, the way yours rip ky open
t
thing beyond. Nor the udd n fire curr nts
~hich animate things and not just the id as of things, which
1 ~llowed. A peacock feather in this hospital room only makes
things that much worse. Here I was going to bring you a vase
of lightnings and they say you are an electrocuted thing.
If your body has turned iron (as they say) still I want
the world's hammer to echo there

12

make believe me
pretend everything
is arizona
think of a miranda sky
a word that means nothing
to anyone els but you
walk a long desert
without water or air
only thought
lie on the ground dying
feeling the sun's veiling shroud
make believe you
as i have
pretend everything is swollen
in your mouth
a mouth that cannot kiss
cannot breathe
cannot say a humid word
unkind tuscany
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Le\NiS Ashman

Passing The Outer Circle

Nothing Happened

Eventually the emptiness is no help at all
and even that must b filled, though fill d
carefully so that it remains as anonymous
as an mptiness, as destitute and dry,

A man watching for that movement in the air
which would signal the beginning of a complete
change in all the ways they had found
to continue living, and his uniform sagged

but now filled it can r fl ct back
th motions of the other
so that they will purely enough
see themselves, and you can walk on that way
without ever offering a threator a visible target-to another.

from his shoulders-ill-fitting-as he clomped
from foot to foot in the enormous boots, but
always watching the wrinkles of cloud
for that particular figure coming through

For here a kind of invisibility is achieved
that the other emptiness, the nothing of real
absence, could only approximate
since it always offered a space into which
each who passed might pour whatever
they lacked, and you would find yourself
loved at precisely the moment
you had lost yourself...an idle conversation
suddenly married and bearing children,
making way into the charming difference of rooms
in a world of rooms, and yet who is it
that turns so many corners and closes
so many doors? A poser nothing pretending
substance? Certainly some honesty
was the essential ambition of even beginningyet who can say who began? Terminals
and dreams and sullen walls down long
and desolate corridors, your wishing at last
for the vacancy of an inner cloud
that could handle the light itself
while you slipped off, a liquid and anguished
intuitive beside the stream on a stone.
What could such an emptiness be filled with?
So often the teaching we misunderstood
in all its baffling confusion was just
that: the manners of a nothing

the light that lasted so deeply into these
final afternoons. It was as if the children
knew; it was as if even the animals knew,
gathering at the end of the feed lot
in their patient density of standing together,
flank to flank parallel, though they never
looked at the sky, only watched the man
whose eyes never turned from the sky, and those
sane children would never give themselves
completely to the games they devised
so everyone knew they had become adult
in their fear-though that, and so much else
was never mentioned. When the final word
came, it couldn't be believed, and the idling
trucks were left with their doors open
while the people looked so quietly and slowly
for each other, their hands exploring each
other's faces as if they were all blind
and the weeping which seemed to be for relief
or joy was the actual blindness of carenever, never, and the green order of fields
stood as solid as a shingled roof of leaves
hovering in the ghostly dust that rose
from the ditches they had dug with such hope.

and how it could easily turn shadow
when everything was a level
equality of light and there was no shadow,
no death, no guilt in the clutching
out at the curved and diminishing edge
of a life in such clean intention
so gracefully and totally lived.
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Janine PornrnyVega

Which Side Are You On?
Where does my anger come from
at the laziness, the prosaic?
How many times will you enter a room
and leave it vacant: in and out,
in and out, visiting a t mpl of possibility
and never leav a gift on th altar?
Come down to the river of your own soul, we are
excavating
here, the yellow helmets you see are so many
suns on the horizon, going down and coming up
in no particular time sequence or order.
When one flower opens, Kabir says,
ordinarily
dozens open, I'm digressing.
Every time you visit yourself without
respect, you lose. Without love,
Also.
Read the coins you've thrown down into the dirt,
they spell integrity. You recall those
early moments in
your young life when you sang. And we were
witnesses-if not then, now. We can
see you
outside the ordinary, grab onto a miracle and
understand it was no more you than the
wind.
Oh, so that's it, finally:
No more you or me than that mountain
there. And no mountain either.
Which side are you on?

Eastern Correctional Facility, Napanoch, NY, June 6, 1996.

The Politics of Insomnia
I waited til dawn for the postcards
of Frida Kahlo sleeping, of
Diego Rivera with his mouth open
under the covers, of Pablo Neruda
snoring loudly next to the waves
They n ver arriv d
I thought then of le ser pictures
portraits with steel lines
..
of artists caught and mummified:
Lorca, Max Ernst, Isabel Eberhardt
in her sailor suit
but I could not keep them
You admitted you could not sleep
either
we were mutually guilty
of pouring no pure milk of love
over bodies
tangled like piano wires
More than wanting to sleep
I wanted
not to wake you up
my lungs rattling like cellophane
with every breath, persistent
coughing ripped the silence
There is no going back to former times
when I could lose myself, and come up
like a swimmer
blessed by the deeps, spreading
drops of sea water hugely
over the blanket and your mouth
There is no getting around
death leaning on my chest
with bony elbows
If I could accept her
embrace her thigh and cover her
with kisses
If I could harbour no hidden
instincts of denial
and open the tomb of my heart
so the same music played inside
and out, and bathed us, you and me,
then possibly I could fall asleep.

Cholula, Mexico, August 1995.
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John Brandi

Earthy Silence Overtakes Me
The whole laughing lovesweet gnashing lowerlip
just isn't.
I isn't, you isn't
& the we left behind can exhale the wreck.
Beauty has a lisp, no perfected pleasure,
truth its terror, no crawlspace under the stars.
Even in the flashing velocity of the highest limb
or undersea in the branch of pleasure's dream
I awake okay without we
I sound myself to sleep without we.
In so many languages
it's over.
Recollection shifts weight,
drinks itself down, becomes what we think,
what we do, how Beethoven made, or why saints
go astray to be saved.
Now & then we get caught up in need
& disappear precisely when a heart is pregnant
or doubt turns a page from the middle
of the book both ways.
It never fails, I see you when trying to forget,
find you over & under me & behind
& know it's not to be thought of

as angels think up wings or power invents a master.
We didn't come together to create
· & after the fall
continue to scratch out a mutual eye.
It isn't as if I won't hear

your fingers moving into mine, or see one eyebrow
lift higher than the other every time
I open an umbrella for another
Or break the kitchen window to see how it sounds
to know why we didn't & why we can't.
Julie Harris

The Dark Night Of My Soul (Intaglio)

Maybe I'll see you in the marketplace,
spread a tablecloth in shifting sand, roll like agate
off a fallible precipice, or bum in a house
we couldn't inhabit.

19
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Mayl:,: I'll meet you pushing a stroller
full of grapefruit-or a child crying
& we'll break the unbroken seal, we who made
arson of the hills, took to the burning for st,
We who made what is ours,
you and I whose heart gr w fierce in the wind.
Spring, 1995

Mad Woman Pulled From Moving Train
She was all brittle bones
& dismembered hope as the police dragged her
naked body from a boxcar & left her on a curb
where she tried to spindle her legs
to cover her private parts, while people passed
trying not to stare.

If Hindu, maybe they saw weird karma
necessary for inevitable rebirth-if Muslim
perhaps Allah's will.
The train rattled off, creaking
with boxcars of raw sugar bagged for export
& the woman just sat-a muttering smudge
of wrinkles & tangled hair
until a hardware store owner, as if rescuing a sad actor
from a cruel prop, lifted this mummy of a thing
into the musty darkness of his shop.
I was walking to the market
when I saw her...under painted movie stars
clawing at the cement, temples beaded with sweat,
tail bone raw where she'd been dragged
across the pavement.
In the warp of heatwaves, she was silence in revolt
& I-just another tourist looking up
into a day of burnt haze, red cinders whirling
from the perfect volcano behind town;
in the foreground a sign on a green mosque
with a new silver roof said:
GIVE MONEY TO KEEP CLEAN
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Then I turned to the policemen:
young, perfectly starched guys sitting crewcut
in the shade, each with regulation mustache
& mirrored sunglasses. Each
licking a pink ice cream.

In Surakarta, famed city of dance & music,
these men, after their merciless action, were again
at their jokes & ordered routine. Across the way
I was equally situated under the trees-voyeur
furious, tired, uncomfortable with my hands
hiding in their pockets, my dollars
traded for rupiah...giving roundabout support
to the despised regime.
I felt not of this reality
nor of an ideal one, but had strong words
for the world, for God safe in heaven
while that woman fell to her knees
in the appointed depths. I wanted to be a hero,
give her power to run, stand,
I heard Neruda
slap them down.
Akhmatova
Tsvetaevapoets I'd been reading,
heard them yell

It's time to give back to God his ticket
I refuse to live with the wolves of the market place
to howl among the sharks of the plain
I've no need of holes for ears nor prophetic eyes:
To your mad world there's
but one answer
-to refuse!
And in the refusing
came the whole mountain exploding:
dismembered demons of the underworld
greed, conformity; tensions, distances
that divide; blasphemy, control
that sours the eyes.
In the torment, in the etched haze
of brutality that slices memory's eye
a possibility
came the bare hint of shifting light,
that we won't be captive to the bowl they place to attract us
that from every conflict & confrontation
we might rise with discernment,
come clear from the disarrangement
with power to see
& give new shape
to our human being.

Surakarta, Java, 1992
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Jim Peterson

SWEETNESS
There is a space
between him and the world and he tunes it
like one string of a violin. At first it is th squawk
of metal on metal. Each morning th alarm
wakes him to the sound of closing doors.
Each night he eats dinner alone by stovelight.
But then he tries holding the bow to its note
for one instant longer and a sweetness
fills the space. His wife returns to bed
and there is time, her breath like the dampness
of flowers after rain. Breakfast is hot and the children
kiss him on their way out the door. At work
the others grow patient and begin to take their cues
from him. At lunch time there is money
in his pockets, but he strolls past the diners
in windows and listens to that one note
like a thread running through the loop
of each breath. At night, in the space between
waking and sleep, he holds the one note
on the one string and feels its vibration moving
into his hands and throughout the length
of his body, humming in the skin of his teeth.

Julie Harris

Maternal Love (Intaglio)
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scarecrovv

Cornerstones Of Oblivion
how impossible should be the actions which
stand from love. moment of the ex cution r's
birth. th gravity of b ams.

I

how b autiful whor s look from a distan
romance in a cattl driv . an th r gla
of wine.

Il

how we have all experienced the same atrocity,
origin, feasted from the same carcass adorned.

I

how we have achieved dominion over zero.
rust covered pendulum. the unfolding of
the thrill.

gravitational pull of the planet upon
a comet. solar wind. dust. ice.
gas. rhythm of the mule.
eroded tablets .... gone law....down
covered w / crude oil.
was river now carrion. rusted clover
torn from her pores.
could be a father and son lamenting
a rafting trip down the Ohio. could
be a half-breed dangling a toe in
the Amazon. could be in the Old ·world
amongst the industrial foliage of the
Rhine.
pitiful carvings. estuaries. high
tide in a low place. sparkles
shaved from dated machinery.
each seed w / all the colors of a
living celestial sphere.
we make our own way.
what other threshold for this awe
filled, gentle woe?

25
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who have we fed more than ourselves?
reading ourselves as we are written.
we who created this distance, distance
supplied by map . we who wander for
definition, w / our limbs outstretched,
ven now, through the eye of the needle.
through those wheat fields where
blisters forth the life of it all
....men working on roads, cleave to
the hush, carried forth in the heaving
stone.
we who paint tusks upon the motherland.
rotite of ivory.
or between the marriage of two ice
fields, an ecosystem so fragile that
it will never come into being.

---

time was from the breast of the amoeba,
from placenta dangling across sweetgrass,
wild raspberry, clover.
time was we thirsted upon what rain that
pooled w / in each other's flesh. there
was no lack of celestial reflections,
myriad nuclei, to orbit our loving house,
to purple her earthen floors towards
honey at twilight .
time was we saw no vine swift enough
to choke the robin's egg, and the space
between twins as the magic air to bathe in.
we knew each day to possess its own
definition of luxury. the first day: in
streams of quicksilver. the second day:
alongside albino quadrupeds. the third:
w / camels bearing snow. the fourth:
through doors in the stratosphere,
ushered by cherubim. we made love in
regions uncharted. dizzy, lost w / in
our mating dance, closing our eyes to
Orion, waking up w / faces full of dew.
focusing upon a mantra not yet of this
world. watching fairies painting
moonbeams, actual moonbeams. seeing the
traveler becoming pollen. listening for
the first bird to sing, and to be there
to call it 'song'.
we became the stone worn into oblivion
by the kisses of pilgrims. we became .
the comet skipping like a runaway child
across the ink of unreachable space. we
filled buckets from the river, carrying
a drink of her rhythm back.
all tables swollen. nourishment coaxed
from vines. granitic clusters laced
w / twigmeal, edges where lichen did curl.
all seeds enchanted w / the unknown,
tracks of the gazelle sprouting from it.

--26
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w I an abundance of maps of Samsara,
where w continu to acrific our el s
in th struggl for known b rd r .
wh r w 1 arn t touch th wall
in constant pray r for di app aranc
our dark art rial flow as de perat
as a charm, as the violet root
displaced in gray soil.
our texts of popular sorrow. our
heads bent over an image of soup.
fed long distance. hunted down
w I cheap toys. no longer to be
lectured on the cleanliness of
the vulture.

28

here the only things of value grow
off of the backs of slaves,
men and worn n lean w / fatigue,
mocca ined wh els that gather in
myrtle w / dew glistening upon its
leaves.
two sisters warming themselves
w / the last splinters of their
father's coffin.
sneaking lilacs into hell.

29

random character mutation towards bacteria
br athing molecular oxygen. from avag
to th ringing of a bell.

science and mathematics to illuminate
snow capped peaks? roads to take us
furth r?

th puppet r ha blos om dint hi wn
hand. for w ar th ag , th ability:
to count ach and every hair at th stadium.
as the world, confessed w / regions, curves
beneath the pilot's belly.

a dot of turquois light in a void
of mag nta.

we who have been hooked by form, enchanted
by mice, reduced to public prayer, tossed
by such jubilant debris. we who have
been milked by foreign hands, in all too
many imitations of the beggar's hand.
hustled by some strange fatigue, we have
been trampled down past the very fabric
of our knees.

sun darkens a bloody sun.

that you cannot shed light upon pure
light.

silence like before there was a road.

we who w / so many lifetimes, each to be
the other, w / each other, as the other.
and to suffer poverty, every hovel of it,
so complete. and luxury!
we who gather to assign ourselves
achievement, position. we who call
what is paid for 'asylum'.

30
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house mandala, chaos pin th mandala,
o much n rgy p nt to g tat the marrow,
oth r than what's be n lull d into
lumb r....th t waking is only a porti n.
that verything h r is guar nt d f r
lif . igns 1 ft up until th y fade
across this mileage through th h artland,
through this clearing in the wood that
just kept coming. these fields
continually stretching out for the
nobility-all of the pronounced bits
and pieces, spiritual composition
of matter.
yet not to fear possession, this
invitation to waltz. thorn apple,
mandrake, unbaptized flow of the cloak,
theft of the old woman's camel. old men
w / shoes balanced for drink, injecting
idols w / the juice of maize, such magic
as creation permits: clones vibrating
atop artificial hides. beads of sweat
upon the doll's face. the six winged
seraph, the meaning of the cross.
dwarfs multiplying, echoing for
produce-that sweet organic chill.
to expand for a time upon the expanding
universe. to drown in the loose fitting
nectar. to forever moan for some
window to worship the sky from.

.Julie Harris

Amoung Bleak Hills (intaglio)
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.Jo

Napora

On the Roar
-for Erek Napora
Starting at the toll-booth with the money in my hand
taring at the dictionary handing words over to th man
it's all currency it's all flow it's all going going go
[Latin fata, factum, fate: godd ss of d stiny,
fari: to speak, Fr. fee, Italian fata,
"fay" and "fair" derived from Middle English feyen,
AS fegan, to agree, fit, join, bind, also "fee" payment]
It is agreed we have a mutual need
and I'm on the road

because if I don't shut off I'll shove them over the mountain railings
and into the valleys awash with water streams flowing
the rage of water and the rage of a slightly crazed and tired
over fifty poet who is happy his son isn't some little yuppie bastard
who thinks Newt Gingrich and Bill Clinton and Oliver North are men

with my son reading Kerouac and me reading the road back
unless this way
we hit the road running and spinning in a metal mash
fire and slick and pain it's the tune
we don't want to play too soon

a son who likes music that brings memories up from the deeps
where the illusions are long and hairy and wrapped round
with tie-dyed fantasies of revolution that myth
that sustains us like Hermes
that slightly over fifty poet

but sometimes sometimes sometimes you get played
you get tuned tuned to weird music
music not like an engine
an engine humming through these mountains
Rte 64 with Joni Mitchell hot again for a new generation
as hot as my brakes as hot as my temper as steel turned to a knife
edging away from bone
to cut like the pain of America this

I want to pickup Hermes who waves when I fly by
How did he get on the road
He never left it, Jack
but I can't stop and neither can he go until the spirit moves us both
until the winged words move you
Hermes perennial hitch hiker
and the waters keep flowing and my car going
and that's all that matters
the words lie about the road
littered language we pass by
for the rich kids can't make it through these mountains
any faster than I can in their cars that cost more
than I paid for my house and they can't drive
only push their expensive machines harder on the road

paved paradise and built a parking lot for all these rich kids
heading back to Vanderbilt & VMI Suburus and Volvos the occasional
Neon that I pass with little effort in my old Chevy Caprice
it's a Classic with 240,000 miles between the hands of some worker
and mine holding tight to the wheel while the singing goes on
the beat does
the club raises
and the rain falls and the wipers move me
but only occasionally do they shut off until the engine is done
and only occasionally does the engine shut off but keep dieseling on
like it knows more than I know like it knows
that if it stops it won't start again like it knows me
and the engine isn't shutting off until we pass through the tunnels
from Wytheville Virginia through Bluefields through these red
whiteandblue fields
where they driveby shooting off their images
honest to god americans who are old enough
to have voted for Nixon twice driving their Oldsmobiles and Buicks
and young enough to have voted for Reagan twice driving
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their Cutlasses and Thunderbirds and I pass them
me old enough to have not ever voted for a winner
except Clinton but he doesn't count
because he is no winner and I
I'm as unreal as they are
passing through unreal mountains as unreal as the unreal city

but I catch them up on the curves even if the chevy sways
it's okay
it's eight cylinders against four
lexus or solar plexus
and I'll win every time
because for all their money they have no skill
they have overkill like B-52 bombers and nukes
and napalm and agent orange and smart bombs
and I have the rage and they have stupidity and money
and rage wins because I won't forgive them
for their supplying the contras to kill the hope of justice
for their being conned by the politicians
for their forgetting that there was once an idea
an idea that illuminated the world
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Cid Corman

FOR
and the idea was justice
(not just us not just us not just us)
the idea was freedom
(not flat tax freedom not homeless freedom not Gulf War Syndrome fr edom)
th id a was quality
(n t OJ Simpson equality not Madonna equality)
and th idea is to get around the curv and over the next hill
before the transmission shifts itself silly into oblivion
the idea is my car
my car the working class 240,000 miles of work
born in the usa miles of work
my car dies and we all die
the junk yard of history
some kid with a squirrel rifle shooting out the headlights

SIZE
1/
The thought of being
immortal is enough to
make one want to croak.

2/
If nothing
is going
to happen

some kid with enough sense not to vote for politicians who screw him
some kid who won't fight a war while the rich boys watch
some kid who will take his rifle and find better targets than animals
bankers and lawyers and chief executive officers and politicians who want

you can be

some kid to love napalm and
some kid to beat up drunks
some kid to love anthrax and phosphene
some kid to follow orders
some kid to love to rape Japanese children in Okinawa, to rape Cassandra
some kid to love to torture Dianna Ortiz in Guatemala
some kid to say Yes Sir I'm only following orders
some kid to throw stones at anti-war protesters
some kid to bomb Iraq to assault Troy to burn witches
some kid to kill flag burners abortion doctors homosexuals gypsies jews Emmet Till
some kid to join the CIA FBI NSA ROTC ARMY

happened now.

some kid to hate poets who want
some kid to love
some kid
walking through the brush looking for squirrels
looking for hickories
looking for a home in this earth
that is not a graveyard
for me or for my old chevy
struggling to get over the mountain
to get home
where there is some peace left to keep
in this time over the mountains
and through the snow
earth mother grandma old car son jack on the road
let's go

sure it has
already

3/
Are you ever
going to die?
Where do you think
you're going now?

4/
WIRES
One grackle on a
wire under another - the
one under crying.

5/
Are you to blame for
being as and what you are?
Isnt it a fact?
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VV. B. Keckler

A Poem I Later Realize Is- About Arshile Gorky...

THE SPIDER

And here a spider is transparent
accidentally
the entire world comes through it
tiny the atoms cohere to thrill
to make a will
or something
unnamabl and yet awak

A little ghost's
many-eyed, clicks
across our basement wall,

how it walks
across the c iling
and upside-down
it is quiet glass
moves on many glass legs

hungry, and yet
you believe
(quite naively)

digests its own silence
as a telephone does
in an old woman's house
what is the world anyway
these ridiculous things
I thought I was
to carry...
the spider carries nothing
but hunger
until it finds life
and its transparency fills up
with other bodies
and their blood
in its glass belly
warms it opaque

has made a web's
perfect spun breath
silky crystal

in randomness
and starve
because you
won't or can't
imagine, construct
what shape
your mind needs
to feed itself,
even horror
catching there
could be your
home, maybe
emptiness of a room,
a word.

oh amulet
warm as my breath
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Katalin Ladik

7 poems
from Homo Galacticus (1980-1985)
translated by Emoke B'Racz
Vagabond with a split grenadeapple in hand
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Mentions an old penalty
a distant, early morning fog
earlier movements of life
the great challenge, the assignment
The white fire sleeps in the throat.
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Vagabond, with a split grenadeapple in hand
Magic written on the face
Tells stories about a tree bearing green birds as fruit
The escaping gas, gently
it pushes out of the body,
r calls and wonders old tastes
searches for dark sails
that already wrinkled.

Rivers fall and cover all
comes to, and is about to shout.
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.Joseph Zapytovvski

As The Animals Go, So We Go (wood cut)
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what shrinking knowledge turns its string to water
Seemingly, the fly approaching his face, intent on shooing it away
instead he touches his own life,
to reach the point where he can see his life.
He will grow. The skies become more blinding
His head touches the skyline.
His fac ice cold, damp. The button on fire is inside his head
und rpent d sir a spring qui tly hums.
After a long silence, a screaming blond ladder.

(The one who was already dead ...)
The one who was already dead
rivaled young elms' whispers
Shook.
Upon contact with gentle current
warm din his palms frozen insects.
Familiar tightness skirted his body.
Strange birds, with bows tied in their wings
minute, shiny pincers.
In their brains, like a smiling man's teeth
the shrinking universe.
Held in the palm of his hand an emerald planet.

If he sees a sifter above the door
He felt the river's radiance
let go of his body into a long wave.
He was the man without a shadow,
the envied man of 'his time'.
Wore a black lace dress,
other men's lives, bodies layered upon him. His skin was tight.
His individuality created concentric circles.
He revived in the 'inner' time,
at the same time he felt miraculous excitement.
He doesn't know either which is which.
Nobody can wish that he eat from his own hand.

(In the coal-black canoe...)
In the coal-black canoe

he shivered
across him the mirrored wall
one shiny point only
his own face
slow1y he left it behind
already arrived
where he wished to be
among the shards of the mirror
in parallel time
.
a dizzying and growmg net.
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(He needs to be shown...)
He needs to be shown the outcome!
The used up air
as he throws his beer bottle, behind him.
Stands and he humms softly
draws the night with chalk
the dawn, love and other human
trait for himself.
Blue ant in a y llow box.

(He did not reach his goal...)
He did not reach his goal and no important
realization was found.
He placed his violin under the wheels
the sound reminded him of a howling dog
A female clock in the wide open window
readied for flight

Julie Harris

The Mood That Passes Through You (Intaglio)
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John M. Bennett
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HIMASTHLA MUEHLE .V SI

2 Poems
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lentil soup
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Paul VVeidenhoff

6.

2 Poems

West Magazine

The Ferryman is tired as she sets her last course for the night.

to turn a somersault
on the courtyard behind
this bull's back

over

My lov,
Pl a d not go to Thera! D not o t
Th ra!
If ar for the days ahead. Do you hear
the
bulls running beneath your feet?
the daring exhibition reaching five
stories
painted wood
'with his plumed lily crown'

It is past her usual hour, but owing to the religious holiday she did accept
the fact that she would have to work the extra time. A Ferryman is not
inclined to earn the chance at collecting any debts accrued.
It is past midnight and she is alone on her barge. The Pluto skyline is
ggplant black.

At the hearth she gathers round her those who would partake of her
spoils, a cache of flesh, herbs, and mercury.
I drift to and fro and land some new shoreline, say
Pluto, scaling the walls of Pluto's first villages as they existed some time
ago. All along the cold being,
the way to life marches up and down the face of earth's own moon.

If you go to Thera you will hear the bulls
running
above and below. They are ripping the sky
in two.
They are shaking the villages and
harbours.

Pluto wa hal ata
Pluto des pree

great ladies
flounced and
corseted
and inewy youth
had stepped down from the walls
on the flights below
I don't care if you must be betrothed.
We can still find our sacred moments
alone.
But if you go to Thera I may lose you in
the mouth of a bull.

(waves hands)
Pluto remind life
(waves hands)
Pluto words looms
(as the song pitches forward the two opposing circles gat~er in ~ighter
and tighter until they are as two swatches of orange lummous/lty......
"we are concerned about the atmosphere, otherwise, we would have left
long ago"

impressive hall a corridor leaps
8 by 12 metres
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'when he comes to the earth right way up'
line between human and divine
via a light-well
and taken his pleasures
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James Hug hes

EMMA BOVARY INSIDE AN MRI
She had folded her heavy skirts
as if they were pages of an antique book
of value only for being old
now that's a switch.
She had hoped th re'd be a young handsome att ndant
tanding at h r protruding feet
massaging th m to distract h r from a claim of
clau trophobia.
o such luck.
There was no one in the room save her.
A disembodied woman's voice came from some hidden speaker.
At her stomach her crossed arms tight in the cylinder's
embrace, one hand holding a black rubber alarm bulb.
Even with her ears plugged the sounds resembled those she
associated with New York City streets, the pneumatic drill
attesting to the city's motto to "dig we must" for growth.
For growths ? Tumors ? Benign ? Malign ?
For minutes at a time powers moved through her without her
feeling anything.

so

Gerard Malanga

Paul Jabara, 44, Actor, Singer And Disco Songwriter...
Had I not.. .I would not...
Had I not bought
this morning's New York Times
I would not've seen the obit A22
photo of you,
smiling face, as if truly belonging
in WEEKEND Section Two.
Is that really you ?
Is it that we grow older,
those around us do not ?
The millennium's threshold
a fixed point to reach to ...
who's the last who will not?
What did you die of, I wonder ?
No mention specific, 'cept for "long illness."
Four years back
you looked perfectly healthy
Compo Beach, Westport CT-1988
Friends mutually shared
all gone now-so
history linking us abruptly stopped-no
one knows I knew you alive now. No one

Was she somehow being punished for wanting always to feel
more?

to talk to.

If torture chambers can exist, at great cost, for diagnosis
and, hopefully, healing, what of love?

2:x:92 Great Barrington, MA
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Ray Must
Ray Must

Aquarium-Thru The Eye Of The Jew Fish
(intaglio, drypoint, mezzotint)

Loop
(charcoal and erasures on the paper)
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Liliana Dlaboha

Dear God, who is both extraneous and integral,
scientific and homespun, and onto whom all hearts are open
and all desires known,
like the firm apple that is dropped
I bruise easily.
I live in disbeliefs
and, like the man I love, have b come haughty in th m.
I do t se k troubl for my lf, or for you, my lov .
I have no desire to possess, only to eel brat
and exhale, fully.
Hail your resilient circumference and what it exudes!
What is pleasant for you is an accomplishment in itself!
Have you not heard that the perfect woman walks
like an elephant? That's not all she does like an elephant.
If we only knew how true.
I used to think that the less I knew
about something the easier it was to write about it.
One learns a lot about privilege being deprived.
You are absent.
And this has made me fight harder to walk or even stand.
If we should ever reunite, I would run to you!
For your love endows me with legs and strong bones,
the knowledge I was born with, the ordeal of fellowship.
We can't always remember how we learned something,
and usually those are the things we are most resolute about.
How are the natives supposed to feel when invaders
declare, "We are more sophisticated than you"?
Life is burning! And we will not live forever.
Your reverberations are enough to last me a lifetime.
There is no glamour in condescension.
It's just a word being bullish.
There's only one thing that I should be doing
and that is giving myself to you (but there's not much
of me to give)
because you were better than all the gold in the world.
You were
water.
You were awake.
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It may be easy to ridicule that which we distrust,
but I love you and I'm not entirely afraid. I am alive
and it all is so new. These aren't my words. Take them,
they're yours, and for you only.
Because I will die if I can't tell you these things.
How is it that you can so easily remove yourself from me?
Is that called strength?
Thos who are about to die, Nabokov said, always remember
trifl from their past.
Something heavy pressing on my body now would make me feel better.
I want no laws between us.
I remember you once said that anarchy equals no consensus
and how it struck me that, once accomplished, there is not
only consensus in anarchy but unanimity.
No discord, imagine that!

If only it can be known who we ar_e amon~ 01;1-r_lovers and kin.
As in remote tribes, where the natives are mfm1tely
more sophisticated than the civilized world.
. .
I remember differentiating you between Pan, who 1s vigorous
and lustful, and Satyr, who is roguish but fainthearted.
Are these ideals or just a woman intoxicated
by the wrinkles in a man's face?
In "The Naked Sword" Michel Leirus asks if we could,
with our voices alone, fill the abyss.
What do you think?
I was born for everyone, just like you.
.
And what has made this life even more beautiful
are the margins between us when they begin to fade,
or merge. I may have told you this before.
I have no idea what dignity is
except perhaps that it is a reflex,
like a simple acknowledgment encountered on :'~moa. There,
unwillingness is treated with an almost superstitious
respect.
Of course I am embarrassed by these words.
In that way this is a prayer, sloppy but true.
And I will pray and pray until my knuckles tum blue,
even though deep down inside I feel
there IS something greater than God.
And it is to be honored and preserved.
Deep down inside there is, my love,
no greater adventure than a life with you.
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Meschach McLachlan

2 Poems
judge me with moons
baking stars to be born under
made light of, sent home
sick from school
a fever of equation ;
nan ibex
f rlhav
standing in you
mad f n thing in our w rld
not of tar in our world
his face tangled in islands of air,
diurnal, turned back
and facing an eye
from the center of a planet
a center made of sails.
the villag~ turned homeward in sleep
and no skies were crushing well
only victory bees relenting against an earth
and nis horns could not look back
to another underworld
a girl who has vanished there ...

For a new program, thumbing through the old, a contour is reached not
un~ike the imprint left on pine needles of the best place without briers.
This contour reaches after your shoulder: uyou have no childhood left.
You're younger brother, the one with the arms like golf clubs, stores drug
mon yin an idiotic drawer. The friend with games and the snake, the
one with the nose like a snobby poodle, drives his car in a haze like
coughing omething up, ends up at your house in the early evening. You
sit with him on the porch. Th bugs arrive. He laces his cigarette with
om thing he can only keep in his shoe, says, 'my mother's home. She's
always home. The space in my backyard where no animals are is the
only sheet my window seems to frame. The bottles are always there. She
finds them while I am at work.' The dog on its runner waits for you. The
friend will leave and the dog will watch his unordinary stride as if he
must escape or be dispersed, because the car cannot cleave forever to the
ground; the road side grass will one day overtake it; and in that almost
flying greenness the declining arms will be exhaled in the urge to be for
each instant incorporeal, unending, sleepless, because the body is never
the shape of memory, because children are not killed in the streets, be
cause children are not children always."

I

Tall you are, a body made of fences
closing your eyes, making you
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Mike Haeflinger

Saturday
You are not like the others
They are like subways.
You are a field
In a world without beginning.

Ju I ie Harris
I Clipped Your Wing (Intaglio)
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Jen Cullerton Johnson

Hold It Under My Tongue
From empty shelf to window pane hangs a bolted
down wire where Maina's stiff jeans are spread
out like fingers wedged in mud. My tennis shoes
stand next to our one legged washer and I bend
down to pick them up by the laces, tie them to
geth r, throw them in my box and lean into the
wall like my Mama did when I wa small and
cam up to th zipp r of h r jean .
I hear Uncle Leroy swear to th Blessed Virgin,
Jesus and all the Saints. The pantry door bangs
open and he pops in his head and says, "Your
mother had no sense when it came to cleaning.
She could never keep a damn thing neat."
I watch a line of dust settle and snake itself around
a pile of mail from our door slot. Uncle Leroy
bends down to snatch up a handful then swishes
up his face when he bumps into Mama's stone
sculpture of a woman with her mouth taped over
with a piece of dish cloth.
"Conrad, take that box and go to the van. If I see
you move from the front seat, there will be
trouble," Uncle Leroy says picking up the arm
and leg of Mama's broken statue.
A faint trace of garlic and ginger and Mama's Lilly
of the Valley perfume wiggles into my nose. As I
close the door behind me, I can see Uncle Leroy
fidget and fit uncomfortably into our chair. He
drums his fingers on the arm while his legs
bounce back and forth, kicking the coffee table
and cracking the air in a thud-thud-thud.
Out in the parking lot, nothing has changed in
the two weeks since Mama died. Everything is
the same. The brown broken glass on the edge of
curb glitters before it punctures tires. Parked cars,
dented in the fenders with cracked mirrors and
loose tail pipes line both sides of our street. Lit
tered with old Pepsi pop cans, wrinkled potato
chip bags, lost shoes, and oil spots in the parking
spaces, everything smells familiar; Thursday
garbage burning in steel issued trash cans. Our
apartment complex, old and brown brick, is three

floors high, six apartments across is shabby but
its shabbiness is familiar to me and was every
thing to Mama and me. It was our apartment,
paid for each month on Mama' alary of weld
ing iron trinkets on top of other iron trinkets and
mine as a part-time bagger at the sup rmarket.
Blinking back the un with her pla tic vi r, I
Mr . McFadd n call h r dog. H r fiv kids hang
on her until she pushes them away in a single
wack. They all go flying in different directions,
land on the cement sidewalk or the grass or close
to the barking jaws of the dog. Jack Harritigan
and his gang of bullies play basketball by the
dumpster.
I roll down the van windows, take out my Chi
cago Bulls t-shirt, then wipe sweat from my fore
head and upper lip. My hands pick through what
I grabbed and what I will bring back to Uncle
Leroy's house with his soft brown carpet inside
his two-story, brick house with its green garden
hose and Weber grill. A rope belt. A pair of gym
shorts. Ragged underwear. Gym shoes. I fold
everything neatly into tiny squares until I see a
whirl in the side mirror coming down the stairs.
Uncle Leroy's blue work shirt flaps in the wind
as he drags all Mama's things out to the dumpster.
His back hunches over from the weight of his
swipe, as if he's tried to take everything at once,
and throw it all away in one final swoop. Stalk
ing up and down the stairs, sweating armpit
stains, he slams the screen door shut and bangs it
open each time he goes in.
Mama's blue sweater she slid on to wear to the
movies, crashes with the hanger still stiffened to
shape. Her sewing machine that doctored up my
Halloween costume plunges into brown stone
dishes shattering both to pieces. Lipsticks of red,
pink and brown in a box marked "Personal" with
a blue plastic handle flip open their lids, ooze out
colors. Black and purple belts, high heels and
beach sandals land in a thump. Necklaces with
crystals cracking, and plastic, wood and glass

beads break and sprawl out in loud bangs on the
steel floor of the dumpster.
Everything shatters, rips to pieces but I can only
mouth Uncle Leroy, God Uncle Leroy then trip to
wards th cracked side walk. My hands shove
into my pockets twisting without rest as lint and
chang clam them up. Mrs. McFadden and the
other neighb rs, the on s who borrowed sugar
from Mama, swapped food stamps, complained
about the land lord and the rats at our kitchen
table are out gawking as if it's a side show, as if I
am leftovers.
I want to say something but nothing comes out.
Words get caught in my throat like cloth on barb
wire.
Together me and Uncle Leroy ride back stuffed
in between electrical wires, pliers tapes, steel tools
and my cardboard box. The van's insides clink
and clank as Uncle Leroy crosses the tracks by
train station where my neighborhood ends and
his begins. It is only a small seven block stretch
between the two but the split scowls in my ear
until my cousin Ei-Ei screams "Meat loaf for din
ner, Daddy and Rad. It's almost ready."
After dinner, I climb up the stairs to sleep in a
bed where my feet stick out from thin yellow
sheets and where each night since Mama died I
struggle to rub away the nightmare from my
head. I dream about my eyes. I dream that they
were beaten and bruised. Everything was quite
but I heard and smelled and touched. Mama
whimpered to me. Her voice surrounded me,
covered over me and slept on top of my ear. It
was a beat-beat-beat of her words, as Mama whis
pered to me, "Rad, Rad can you see me? Can you see
me? " I saw nothing in front of me, nothing in
back of me, nothing to the side.
My arms brush back Uncle Leroy's Army surplus
blanket. I try to stand up but my legs cramp with
Charlie Horses. I call out Mama, Mama and let
her name come from the back of my throat, roll

over my tongue and echo in my eardrums. I say
Mama until the pain, at my calf throbs like the
size of a tiny boulder breaking apart and then
stops. I say Mama so the word won't disappear
from the insides of my mouth.
With my muscle back into place, I dig into my
jean jacket pocket for Mama's smokes, I swiped.
There are two le..'t in the pack. Crumpled but still
smokeable, I shake one loose and glance out the
window. There are stray branches from the wil
low tree on the back of the roof. In front of the
branches, the glare of the city lights shines into
my eyes and face. I tum away to light my first
cigarette, exhale like Mama threw my nose and
see a shadow of myself outline the wall.
Then I go out the window onto the roof. Roof to
branch, branch to ground, then running the seven
blocks through Uncle Leroy's neighborhood, I
pass lawns with garbages clipped to the side of
bungalow houses and lights behind lace curtains.
I walk the last half block back to our apartment.
And stop in front of the dumpster.
The steel of the dumpster shines underneath the
security lights looking larger in the night. I open
its metal lid then I crawl into it. I rest my head on
chicken bones, shredded lettuce and a yellow
blouse, like it is my Mama's lap. Mama's face
floats in front of me as if it belongs to some other
boy. I touch my eyes; the skin of my eyelids are
smooth, like the line of hair beneath my belly. I
take back what I can, dig my fingers through tin
cans, sardine wrappers and ripped curtains.
I stuff a photo of me and Mama eating a steak
and I remember what Mama told me when I
wrapped fat from a cut of steak into a paper nap
kin. She caught my wrist, and said, "Some of our
family died with green mouths from eating grass.
But most of us lived," then Mama shoved the
steak fat in her mouth and pointed for me to do
the same. I remember I held the gristle under my
tongue before I swallowed.
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Daniel Moore

ENCAPSULATE
1
A man sat down to encapsulate the entire
universe in a phrase. His
poem was threaded through with laughter, not
raucous ironic laughter, fin de siecle snickering,
no hyena's nightmarish yuks, but
something elated and melodic, bars on a
gamelan xylophone.
He sat to write the sequel, and
heavy tail-thumps were heard from his
head. Somewhere inside his head he leaned his
head out to look out. Springtime
came after snow, evaporation after
moisture. There is
no place to rest.
He wrote out the cycles, spun out the one
story to its infinite conclusions.
He hung his hat on one of the
conclusions and his
glasses on another. Rolled up his
sleeves and wrote out a
billion more. All with
one word.
A word rain cannot wet nor
sun scorch.
The clocks, as they drew near, slid
· sideways so that
time could be heard but not
seen.
He opened a bit of the
cliff and rolled out a
stream to write on.

2

And he called the first part the second part and the
second part the first part because he
wasn't superstitious. And he
looked out across the plain at the distant
flat-topped Arizona buttes with companion
clouds on top and saw that
a better version had been done.
This version had breezes. Dust. Twisters.
Small animals that scratched in the
dirt all by themselves.
He stuck his version in a drawer
under his shirt. He tried to
look the other way, to
get on with his business, but
his version and the better version kept
meshing and unmeshing just inside his
field of vision, and the
words he'd say so matter-of-factly were in fact
dialog lifted directly from one or both of the
two versions, meshed or unmeshed, the
one tucked in the drawer
under his shirt
or the one lying open to
sunlight and moonlight
yellowing and crinkling, which is called
either "The Cosmic Progress of the Sky," or
"Wet Whistles," or

"Arches of Long Black Hair over Silver Rivers," or
myriad other titles applicable depending.

Pencil up to his nose, his
pencil is still up to his nose.
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3

He had dedicated his life to
encapsulation, to
somehow fitting so much of something into a
glob of amber like the
entomologist a rare dragonfly, stilling it.
He want d so much, by the
venetian slats of morning
sunlight, to
say in a word what the grasses were,
to make a phrase that had within it
the sound of human migration from first
footfall across natural bridges into
what are now new continents, and he had
a lake's wish to contain so much
submerged life and bring it
up into light, crack the

4

With the idea that in
any circle of people the
poetic might
suddenly surge up. A mouth with
shimmering green lips suddenly appear
in space. Unable to
catch its,
br ath, or
taking the ghost-chains of everyone's collective breaths in
tongue to untie their
common Eskimo trampoline tossing the
lucky listener higher and
higher until he or she disappears out through the
wild light of the
sun.

code of duck-pairs domesticating in reed-beds,
galaxies other than our own with
twin stars or
actual planets, vision of them
blocked by the
edge of our own so many
millions of light years away,

Starting from the salt-shaker to your right, or the
smoking ravine to your
left.
From the obstinate silence of doves in cages to the
noise of gnats freely
circling the front porch. Cycles rush through
everyone's bodies with a
punctual freight-train's insistence,
leaving no
tum unnamed.

but he was the one being encapsulated,
he was the one being summed up in a tasty phrase,
put into a larger work, the
ripples of cohesion filtering through him into
greater harmony,
(a shadow on the ocean shifting with the
object's shift),

Starting from the elbows and slack jaws of
descript and nondescript persons, heartbeats
muffled under
miles of high anxiety,
the poetic might slowly start circling, catch as
a coil catches fireflies in an updraft of
heatwave, and out of

the light he longed for
stole everything he could depend on
as undependable
but Itself.

The Absolute Blue begin to
enunciate the world's encapsulation in a
sound that giant waterfalls might feel
lost in, amazed at their
suddenly miniature size,
amazed in the tossing abandon of their
spray
that such vast beauty endures.
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Nancy Levant

Simon Perchik

may i hear you save your life
i ·wave the white flag of my napkin.
i answer with the frost of laudable things
from the distance of a chair,
and pour a coffee as if from eyes
that were never mine.
and i think in the rule of time
that your shadow will remove its If
from accidents simply as the fault of language,
strangely at its loss, becomes the highest part
of the house.
perhaps the actual lives of our omissions
are savage as impetuous fucks that arrive
as hope in the lives of grandchildren or
perhaps we are as lost in the shadows of grain,
but through the window, in the fragment

140
The scaffolding in place
smells from iodine and gauze :the plaster
impatient, reaching through
for somewhere else-you wrote, try
as if this singleminded crack
would soon cry out
and tracks that suddenly end.
There's not enough wall! these cramped planks
bending, your words face each other-I try
as every leaf and still the branch
lets go-my palms worn smooth
closing over your breasts
-I named this wall Try, my hands
falling toward its cry, its flutter
its bandage come to take me home.

of that horizon, minds revive
with land covered in corn,
where nothing startles, and time tolerates
liberties and influxes of regret
and sins with no names.

I

I I

i am a puzzled old piece of a woman
but sometimes an unhampered, young animal
forming on the pastures of moments.
sometimes god is less than half
a mile away from this chair.
and from the silence from which this rises,
i daresay your life is knocking, kissing
the fringes and pressed with dreams.
i drink knowing this was not as other funerals.
your presence becomes in greater ways.
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And the hillside pulling down this snow
-more dirt is needed, the dead
brooding how these flakes stick
how useless was their blood and wings

These are my everyday eyes, worn down
where some rusted spot is tracked
midair-I ask about the crew

- it' impos ibl to breathe, your name
lik a cold bit in my mouth
and I h r th n w t -thi cl

but the doctor just smiles, flicks
another lens, peels
its almost invisible glass
and under the fading cold
what's left from a stray mountainside

n thing but our nam s
and the sky is drained as if marshes
or swamps or the heart
where suddenly there's no more rain
nothing to freeze or melt
or cry yanking my mouth
-all you can hear
is my side to side without moving
or stomping my lips on the snow
or even this tree whose leaves
when they are wanted most
-nothing will warm this snow
or my still damp cry on its way
through the Earth.

-she's never had a bleeder like this
tells me again to calm my eyes
as if the drops won't smell from rain
from cockpit belts-further back
some gunners cling to the sharp lights
falling in slow motion, tells me
the colors lag, I need more reds
-measures, clicks and clicks, she clicks
as if two more patches
make that much difference where my eyes go
where they always go, left over
for more and more air
that's not a name or in pieces.

The spot's still lost, and she grins
only now she writes down
how often I scream
how just for an instant every chair
even hers is covered with glass and gauges
how sometimes in a sudden cloud
I almost get the colors back
-she almost holds my hand, almost
the landing, the sleepless valley
that hunts for my eyes, almost
almost, almost, almost ground.
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.John Solt

Nina Zivancevic

THE END OF LIFE IS SO _CRUEL
machines
fly through space
hospital machines
kill the hopeless
with life
ant and whal s
found dr wn d
porcupin impal d
hors s dis ntrail d
snails scooped
out of their shells

Hello, my name is...
Writers' conferences are not to be admired
for their educational beauty or for the
particular brand of informative desperation
and rewards which they usually present to
th serious writer; however, at this particu
lar time of year, which is early spring in
N w York and a belated summer in the rest
of the world, this particular writers' confernee had it charm and beauty. Nested in a
small college at the farthest part of the state
of New York, this conference was doomed
to bring me some form of enlightenment.
For the very first time in my life I was
getting paid for something entirely different
from poetry readings and the exhibition of
my legs.
The mountains have a holistic effect on me,
but as I said before, now I am carefully
thinking about how to make this clear for
you-I'm explaining something which has
the most holy holistic effect on me and is
always labeled as a high energy discharge.
I am infatuated by energetic people, I am
thrilled at meeting fractured and dynamic
people, I get fascinated by stable and fragile
and burning people, I always do. And
there was this field full of panelists behind
their mikes, and there was this field of
young writing professionals sitting in a
middle class college gymnasium drinking
their sodas and munching their chicken
salad sandwiches-and that was all.
Or, one would almost say so. But, on the
contrary, as soon as I sat down and concen
trated on the green mountains which con
cealed cows and people alike, as soon as I
heard someone mention the various possi
bilities of getting published through the
learned skill of writing good query letters,
as soon as I lifted up my mind and closed
my eyes tightly-I spotted an energy in a
form of a face, and the face was smiling and
the face was smiling at me!
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Now, what do we do with a smiling face
like that one: do we describe it and put it in
a story, or do we simply say, "This is just
another face," or do we say, "This is quite
an unusual place, "and continue to lift up
our mind, well I do not know. But as soon
as I opened my eyes there was this face
again, this time staring at the face of a
Dutch writer who was fixing me a coffee
and a tuna fish sandwich and was, by the
way, quite annoyed with the presence of
another face next to his. This other face
looked different. It was calm and chiseled
in such a strange way that its profile would
never dream of collaborating with its fron
tal expression, which was quite different
from the semi-profile of the face and the
hair-well, the face had no hair altogether
and its owner had a very short haircut,
somewhat zig-zagged and a very short
haircut it was, one could almost wonder
whether or not its owner intended to hurt
himself while giving himself a haircut.
The face opened its mouth and asked:
"Where can I find these books on display?"
"In every New York bookstore," I replied.
"I live in L.A.," the face said, Not too
many people read books out there," it
continued. So the face lives in Los Angeles.
Oh, not another writers' conference with a
face from LA, I thought. "Well," I said, "I
guess you could find these books any
where."
11

There was a long panel discussion going
on. I opened my eye one more time and
found myself dreaming of a certain face
which meant a lot to me. I heard myself
talking into a microphone: And there is a
tendency in Yugoslav publishing houses to
encourage the younger authors who are
recommended by their elder colleagues; a
word of mouth, so to speak, would never
hurt, particularly in the world of publish
ing..." There was a face at one particular
11
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1.

writers' conference which managed to hold
everyone's attention for more than two
hours. Aquiline and bony, the face was
young and honest, like one of those Russian
aristocratic faces which was painted by
Dostoyevski or Rembrandt, but kept on
living through th centuri s. I remember
aying: I would like to int rvi w someone
with a face lik yours. The fac had no face
value. It gav m its phone number and
took a plane to Los Angeles the very night I
started contemplating its existence. I heard
someone asking a question: "And the
advantages of being published with a big
house are...?" Well, I thought: None.
But then, I noticed the dynamic and calm
face in front of me again, as I was saying:
"Certainly, there is the possibility of reach
ing a wider audience...," an audience which
shrinks into the shape of a single face.
Anytime you sit in your mini-world or you
gaze happily behind a reader's podium you
think of a single face, sometimes exempli
fied by the whole world. Tonight you are
expanding and shrinking again, my dearest
universe! (For a second, I can't keep my
mind off my universe! It is truly lovely,
with medusas and yellow parachutes which
float in all scatter d mountainous directions
where my friends live and have a govern
ment on their own. In my Utopia there are
no graves to visit and the births are deliv
ered with ease and complacency.

a walk and a joint.
The literary markets of Los Angeles are
more or less horrible and they almost killed
Bunuel and Brecht, as much as they had
certainly killed F.S. Fitzgerald and will
certainly kill the film industry. "P rish the
thought," th fac ay and I di c v r that
it contains blu vastn s in th landscape of
its cheek. The fac b com s arr gant:
"What do you know about literary markets
in this country?"
I think about the possibility that all the rich
are petty and some poor people truly gener
ous, so I don't reply.
The face breathes and meditates. It be
comes quite clear that the face has battles of
its own, lands of its own, death of us all.
"So, what do you do?" I persist in my
loveliness. It could have been lovelier had
it said: I teach people how to catch the air,
-but my face, wrinkled with memories
remained silent. The face and I, then tried
to hitch hike to New York City and finally
ended up at the wrong train.

But to get back to the face which had no
parachute nor government but a life of its
own; the face was staring at me from the
audience and had a yellow leather bag and
a smile, and a jacket with an embroidered
AUM symbol on the back. For a second, its
smile seems foolishly innocent and unbe
coming on the huge trunk which his body
beholds.

There is a blackout which precedes the
wrong train. However, before the words
started to become shady and lose their
meaning, there is a single event in which
the face, savaged and moved by my tears
tries to turn the polished climate of a pro
vincial bar into a Himalayan spa and I let
the tears run. I do not know why, but I
always get disturbed and moved by those
writers' conferences. I think again about a
certain face from another conference and
how much it meant to me. Come to think
of it, I almost lost my life for it. A certain
face was starting its car and I was begging:
"Harvey, please don't Harvey, don't run
over me, I love you Harvey..." and all that.

"What is the literary market like in Los
Angeles?" I ask the face. The face offers me

"You are not quite serious," I tell this new
face, and then I add, "You seem to be quite
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a transparent person." We are at the train
station. The face starts running toward the
far end of the platform sticking its face out
over the tracks and the train is approaching.
The train is very fast but the face is faster
and it evades the train just at the moment
when it seems that it really had chopped its
h ad off. "You are an illus·onist," I tell the
face later, but it does not admit that it
belongs to an actor.
The face and I sit in a wrong train bound to
NYC and we eat peanuts which the face
acquired from a lonely middle aged woman
who sits in a compartment next to ours.
The woman is emptying assorted pill boxes
onto her plastic plate. The face says: "This
lady is so well preserved." I pretend to be
watching the dark landscapes swishing by
and feel comfortable at having my prescrip
tion glasses on so that I could watch the
face's reflection in the train' s window.

"Come to my show," I say, not mentioning
that every show of mine is no larger than life.
The face embraces my thought existentially.
Of course, it is not going to attend any
show of mine. I can see it smiling at me,
becoming flat like an exiled pita bread. The
face's owner holds my hand.
"It seems you are a b usy person.

,,

A broken sequence of events: a blackout in
which the contours of another face arise. I
gasp for air. The light is blinding. It is a
subway train, here again to stir my perpetu
ally confused self.

The face is exceptionally refined. It does
not say much but is extremely convincing.
If you convince me I will convince you. Oh,
how are you going to convince me w~en
there is nothing left for me to be convmced
of? I am the face which convinces. I am
your face. With every muscl~ of my _face I
will try to activate the wave-hke motions of
your mind. Your legs come later. They are
spread wide and I will put my face between
them. And this is not what people call
French love. This is a love for a particular
love of nothingness. This is my face with
which I delete and execute high sorcery.
My lips are spelling out insignificant truths
which I use to put you through ice and ~ire.
Your lips are nothing but frozen memories.
"New York City. Penn Station!!!"
The face takes me to a subway train full of
adventure. I already miss the face, al
though its body is still near me.
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L. Savvyer

UP INTO THE ARCHING BRANCHES ~OF SERENE MIND
WHERE THE Words seem to somehow lose meaning
as they're said repeatedly and I could
DESCRIBE my own yard where the
layers of dirt where each layer
LEADS TO OLDER legend and myths we're n t the
ONLY ONES BUT we're clo
I h p you can se the gre nish gra s a littl dead in plac s but
I think w 're afe to talk h
for awhil
I THINK WE ARE SA E here b neath the rath r
exquisite s ns of stillness that drip
from the last misty rain over NOW
2.
sOME DAY this is to be talking thoughts inside the mind where
NO ONE CAN BEAR YOU BUT squirrels scamper and
people aren't outdoors today but you are and you are here to see the leaves
I IMAGINE I AM AN INDIAN AND MAKE do with what I have which is a few
cigarettes, a coupla stars coming out and
a strong desire to ingest the night air like it's your smell
coming into the bedroom
BUT THINGS ARE GETTING DARKER
only if it weren't so darn nice out here

CROSSING THE DESERT SLEEPWALKING
Take off your clothes and leave them in a long snake
Behind you as stars fall above you in the sky
Something follows you hangs on your tired breath
And you mumble something that stumbles in your mouth
You lift a prayer that hangs above you in a cloud
As your bare skin refl cts the landscapes in your sweat
Take off your clothes and leave them in a long snake
Behind you as stars fall above you in the sky
You wish to awake and that is the wish that
Misses your face and comes to rest on the scarred dunes
Everywhere you look you see your own body
And the sound of the owner of the bones
Out walking where the fire was
Breathing hesitantly these words

3.
still raining 3:20 AND I'M LOOKING OUT AT SOME
FIR trees with a desperate look on my face a look I think that's crossed
us all a few times but THAT CAN'T BE HELPED
CHISELED juxtaposition of breath
secure in the twilit yard in my flannel understanding of THINGS
immeasurable space above me if I'd only look up and
then do and SEE THE STARS AS IF FOR THE FIRST time
light as antiquity mon cher but too jiggly
and the moon bursts forth (cue moon)
pouring autumn from its invisible
little cup
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Thomas Rain Crovve
Dennis Fermento

ESPLANADE*
0

To praise is the whole thing!"
-Rilke

There's an Orphic moon
in our eyes that is calling out love.
And between sugar and God
there is a choice
I must make to be fre .
Like graveyards living
in the parks of N w York.
Or business buildings
in meadows of peace ...
To build a house one must
first build a bottom floor.
To worry about walls, or
wonder if the roof will leak
means the floor is not strong.
Finish, perfectly, that floor.
Then go on to other things!
I am looking for the source.
The source of all that is Real.
So if you are looking for
holes in the middle of night
or poems that never bleed,
then get used to the echoes of walls
and a life as lazy as
the love you hang on dying trees
to dry-

Causes & Disillusions
Appearances and disappearances, the momentary
existence of mental & spiritual states
on the way to ... no final human form. That could be
a lot of baloney
Meanwhile, exploring the edges of paraphrase
parallax parachute
Gesundheit!
there are tracks
there could be trouble
notes toward a supreme addiction
a juxtaposition or tidal flux .
between living & active machine
I'm sorry but the nickel you've selected
is too heavy for this call
clarinet taxi o.k.
extreme lunatic ships
creates a liverish potential for dead issues
I don't really talk that way
it just makes a better story
Pasquale fires off
pitch popping smoke in
So I say to myself again
what do I do tonight
in which lies the chance for liberation

TO HEAL IS THE WHOLE THING!

For a blind man rarely sees.
Ah yes, there is new power
in the eyes of these hands!

*an open stretch of grassy ground
designed for walking along the shore.
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Valery Oisteanu

A Man From An Imaginary Landscape
to Philippe Soupault at 100
His life would hardly fill a trunk
Plenty of magnetic fields, a secret army
Some books by Blake, Joyce and Breton
Som steps to Hell
His kull is full of stones
His heart is full of nails
Traveling to Tunisia holding a radio
Watching fire burn backwards
Driving with a car full of cannonballs
Radio free Soupault
Its hard to run through life full of imaginary borders
Bracing wind and the clouds
A man with many personalities
Some not yet discovered
Every time one of them tells such a story
The plants commit suicide
By falling on their heads
And sending the poet out of this world
Tomorrow is a city
After tomorrow is a desert
Among tribal men and women dancing around the fire
The fire burning backwards
Back to sparks and smoke
Back to the idea of fire
Nothing ends for him
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Vitae

news writer and also a pool shark/private detective.

Anazasi-responds, 'Tm not sure and sometimes I
lose a lot of sleep over it but the best thing to do is
drive to the airport at 6am and watch the sun come
up (everything's clearer then)." She attended Wright
State University. A lot of it's in her wondrous eyes...

Mike Haeflinger-doesn't remember writing this
poem. As far as he knows, he didn't. But he's never
been published before so he figures, what the hell?

Lewis Ashman-"My son Ben is nine today. It's hard
to believe anyone could be that young (single digit!)
But then I remember he's my son, and I can't believe
he's that old. I've been a father for nine years? Why
ar n't I better at fatherhood? Or, at least, why aren't I
more comfortable in that role? Lewis holds a Phi
losophy degree from Purdue University, and
Nietzsche'd his way 'round Wright State for some
tiin . He has been found delivering sermons to those
of us in such a state of need, tho his soapbox is no
higher than a grain of sand between a Jesus toe.
John M. Bennett's recent books include Prime Sway,
Rigid, Poeta, Eddy and Fish, Man, Control, Room and a
tape, Milky Floor, with Sheila E. Murphy
John Brandi-travels have taken him from his home
along the Rio Grande to the Andes, Himalayas,
crowded cities of India, Buddhist forest temples in
Thailand, Alaska's Arctic, and most recently to Bali,
Java and Sumatra. His honors include the Portland
State Poetry Prize; an NEA fellowship in poetry and
a Witter Bynner Translation Grant, recent books
include Weeding tlze Cosmos: Selected Haiku (La
Alameda Press and A Question of Journey (Light and
Dust).
Emoke B'Racz-lives and writes in Asheville, North
Carolina. She spends her ti.me writing translations,
her own poetry and running a bookstore. Her
translation of Katalin Ladik's Homo Galacticus is a
chapter from her book, Exile.

Ira Cohen-Poet, photographer, world traveler, "He
wears the gold hat when it fits him." Among his
books, On Feet Of Gold and recently guest edited
Fiction 10-The Ira Cohen Issue. He also has a CD out
on the Subrosa label in Belgium which features Don
Cherry and Omette Coleman.
Cid Corman- Mountain
go tell
it to
the sky.
Thomas Rain Crowe-is a poet, publisher of New
Native Press, and producer of Fem Hill Records (an
all spoken word and music recording label modeled
after the old Caedmon label of the 1950's). Author of
seven books of original poetry and translation, his
most recent, the Night Sun trilogy was published in
1993. He currently lives in the Smoky Mountains of
western North Carolina, where he is International
Editor-at-large for The Ashville Poetry Review.
Liliana Dlaboha-is an Ukrainian poet living in New
York. She's been published in Exquisite Corpse, and
La Carta de Oliver (Buenos Aires). She's a former

Julie Harris-was born in Michigan in 1964. She
earned her undergrad at WSU in 1991 and her
M.F.A. from Miami University in 1994. She is greatly
influenced by the late 19th-cent. symbolists such as
Redon. Currently she teaches drawing, printmaking
and also Art Appreciation at Sinclair Community
College in Dayton, Ohio.
James Hughes-is a recently retired Wright State
University professor. He is a Harvard graduate with
a Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania in
American Civilization.
Jen Cullerton Johnson-has studied with Linda
Gregg and Jack Gilbert at Bennington College. She
won the Gwendolyn Brooks State of Illinois poetry
prize in 1995 and has worked at the Indiana Review.
She teaches "at risk" teenagers literature in Chicago
City Schools.
W.B. Keckler's books are Ants Dissolving In Moon
light (Fugue State Press, NYC, 1995) and The Janus
Book (Vortex, Seattle, 1997). His poems are appearing
in current or forthcoming issues of Sulfur, Talisman,

First Intensity, Manifold, Antenym, Object, Columbia
Poetry Review, TO, Texture, Philomel, Osiris, Oasis
(UK.), Generator and many others. He is the recipient
of a literary fellowship/ master grant from the
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts for 1996.
Katalin Ladik-was born in 1942 in Ujvidek, Hun
gary. Her formal education was bilingual, in Hun
garian and Serbian. She received her degree from the
College of Performing Arts majoring in Theatre and
Performance, minoring in Economics. She is a visual
poet, mail artist, and she works and composes music
for vocal performances for live and radio audiences.
In 1980 Ms. Ladik was one of the participants at the
12th International Sound Poetry Festival in New
York City and Baltimore. She reaches for the ancient
and emerges in the future. Her poems are verbal
grimaces, wearing many masks and telling no lies.
Nancy Levant-Her chapbook Generations of Sara
(1995) is available from Runaway Spoon Press. Also
her chapbook, Letters To God From a Divorcee, is
currently available(New Song Press). Besides poetry
she also has released The Essential Homemade Baby
Food Cook Book. She lives in Dayton, Ohio.
Gerard Malanga-born 1943, worked closely with
Andy Warhol. He is an author, multi-media artist
and also a photographer. Among his literary works
Chic Death (1971), 10 Years After (1977), These Will Kill
Death (1983) and Mythologies of the Heart (1995). Paul
Jabara wrote the theme song "Last Dance" featured
in the '78 movie "Thank God It's Friday."
Meschach McLachlan was taken in and tutored by
Lamont Poetry Award winner Kathryn Stripling g
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Byer, who noticed his enthusiasm and prodigious
talent for poetry when he was thirteen. Since then,
he has attracted the attention of and worked closely
with such poets as Li-Young-Li, as well as having
won awards for work published in such journals as
the Ashville Poetry Review, The Invisible Academy, and
the North Carolina Poetry Society's Award Winning
Poetry. He i seventeen years old.
Daniel Moore-al o known as Abd al-Hayy Moore,
was born in 1940 in California. H had his first book
of poetry, Dawn Visions, publish d by City Lights
Book of San Francisco in 1964. ity Lights also
publi hed hi
cond full-1 ngth book Burnt Heart,
Ode to the War Dead, in 1972. Tor ugh ut th 70's
and 80's h tr v l d wid ly throughout Morocco
and Algeria. and ha liv d in L ndon, Nig ria and
Spain. He made the Pilgrimage to M cca in 1972. His
most recent book of poems The Ramadan Sonnets
was co-published in Sept. 1996 by Kitab and City
Lights Books.

Ray Must-Has taught art history and printmaking at
Wright State University where he recently had a
successful show. Born in Detroit in 1928 he received
a Masters degree in Fine Arts from The Ohio State
University.
Joe Napora-is author of numerous books of poetry,
including Snaketrain/Freightrain (Quelquefois Press),
a poetic translation of Walum Olum, and he is editor
of Bullhead magazine. His poem is from his Surface
Tension manuscript.
Valery Oisteanu-is working on a new book of
poetry called Zen Dada. He has written art reviews
for the New York art magazines New York Soho and
Cover Arts New York. His books Moons of Venus,
Temporary Irnmortality and Passport to Eternal Life
appeared from the Pass Press in New York. He is an
internationally recognized authority on Dadaism
and Surrealism.
Simon Perchik-Mr. Perchik's poetry has appeared in
Partisan Review, The Nation, PoetrtJ and The New
Yorker. "His poems are obdurant and honest and will
reach those who need them most." Games Tate)
Jim Peterson's poems have appeared in many
magazines, including Poetry, Georgia Review, Antioch
Review, and Prairie Schooner. A full length collection
of his poetry, The Man Who Grew Silent, was pub
lished in 1989 by The Bench Press.
L. Sawyer-"When our eyes gaze upon Jean-Jacques'

photos we are made to comprehend the effluvia of
falling stars. When not spreading subversive innu' endoes, rumors and lies, he enjoys astrally projecting
into the Bronze Age."
Scarecrow-is a poet of the road and open spaces. He
continues to perfect his vision of the earth, life and
death. He is still riding through the wasteland,
searching for the dream, gotta get to eden before the
sun goes down.
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John Solt-is Assistant Professor of Asian Languages
and Civilizations at Amherst College. He has been
writing poetry for twenty-five years and has pub
lished three books: The Memories Are More Than I Can
Remember (Tokyo, 1980), Underwater Balcony, (Ito,
Japan, 1988), and Anything You Don't Want You Can
Have (Bangkok, 1988). Solt's poetry has been trans
lated into Thai, Japanese, Catalan and German.
Janine Pomrny Vega- Her latest book Tracking the
Serpent: Journey's To the Four Continents is coming
this Spring from City Lights. Woman In The Beat
Generation from Conari in 1996.
Nan Watkins- i a tran la tor, musician and comp s r with degr
fr m b rlin ( erman Lit ratur ), J hn Hopkin , Univ rsity f Munich (Mu ic
Hi tory, Piano) and A ad my of Mu ic, Vi nna
(Piano). She has tran lat d uch writers a Karin
Struck, and published in uch journals as Dimension..
Paul Weidenhoff-His poetry has appeared in a
number of national and international journals such
as Columbia Poetry Review, Generator and
Experimentelle Texte (Germany-an anthology of 16
American verbo-visual poets). He is founder and co
editor of Logodaedalus (now in its fifth year). His
numbered poem is from a completed manuscript
called Minoantang.
Joseph Zapatowski-is an Oxford, Ohio based artist
who received his M.F.A. with an emphasis in
Printmaking from Miami University in 1993, after
receiving his B.F.A. from Grand Valley State Univer
sity in Allendale, Michigan. His work has been
exhibited at the Machine Shop Gallery in Cincinnati,
the Triangle Gallery in Dayton, at the Ann Arbor Art
Association, and other venues in Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan.
Nina Zivancevic-is pursuing her Ph.D. in Paris.
"Hello, My Name Is... " comes from her forthcoming
book, As I Said Before..

errata for vol. 32 Fall 1996 of nexu
P. 47 "Tom Braggs" should r ad "Tom Baggs"
P. 3 and 70 "Ken Wanio" should read "Ken Wainio"

Thanks

·

the great spirit, Ira Cohen, Bob Moore, Valery Oisteanu,
Thomas Rain Crowe, Joe Napora, Larry Sawyer,
Anna McCormack, Mike Hae/linger, Mark Knapke,
Nancy Levant, Tess Stover, James Hughes, Jen Searcy,
Niki Wall, John and Diana Sawyer, Gabe Trabert,
Krista Franklin, Adam Cline, Hugo Ball, Gustaf Sobin,
]. Hoochy, WSU trees, soil, air, Miejer grocery workers,
Anthony Shoemaker, Jay Gulbranson, Henry Limouze,
David Petreman, Gary Pacernick, Annette Oxindine,
Barb Wiener, Globus press, Leshawn Jackson,
Chris Taylor, Carol Zamonski, Sarah Goldman,
George and Olive Hittner, Micheal, Joan, Katie, David,
Loraine, Marty, and Terry Owens

to forever moan for some
window to worship the sky from
-scarecrow

